
THE EQUATIONS AX- YB = C AND
AX-XB = C IN MATRICES

WILLIAM E. ROTH

Two theorems will be established.

Theorem I. The necessary and sufficient condition that the equation

AX -YB = C,

where A, B, and C are mXr, sXn, and mXn matrices respectively with

elements in a field F, have a solution X, Y of order rXn and mXs re-

spectively and with elements in F is that the matrices

(A- °)   „M   ("' °)
\o, b) \o, b)

be equivalent.

Theorem II. The necessary and sufficient condition that the equation

(1) AX - XB = C,

where A, B, and C are square matrices of order n with elements in F,

have a solution X with elements in F is that the matrices

(A, C\ (A, 0\
(2) I )   and   I )

\0, Bf            \0, b)

be similar.

To do so we shall prove the lemma:

The necessary and sufficient condition that the equation

(3) AX- YB = C,

where A, B, and C are nXn matrices with elements in the polynomial

domain F[x] of the field F, have a solution X, Y of order n with ele-

ments in F[x] is that the matrices

(o! 3 - C: :)
be equivalent.

The lemma holds as well if the matrices are rectangular. We shall

prove it as stated.
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The condition is necessary for, if a solution of (3) exists, we have

/I, Y\/A, C\ /I, -X\ = /A,C-AX + YB\ = /A, 0\

\o, i)\o,b)\o,   i)~\o, b       )    \o,b)'

where 7 is a unit matrix; consequently matrices (4) are equivalent.

Conversely, if matrices (4) are equivalent, we shall show that equa-

tion (3) has a solution.

Nonsingular matrices P, Q and R, S with elements in F[x] exist

such that

PAQ - A' - «i + «i A-+aa + 0+ ■ ■ ■ +0,

RBS = B' = h + b2 + ■ ■ • + bß+0+ ■ ■ ■ +0,

where a,-, i = \, 2, • • • , a, and b¡, 7 = 1, 2, • • • , ß, are the invariant

factors of A and B respectively. Consequently

/P, 0\/A,0\/Q,0\^/A',0

\0, r)\0,b)\0, t) = VO, B'

/P, 0\íA,  C\/0,O\ = /A',C'\ = iv

\0, R/\0, B/\0, S/     \0, B')

where PCS=C = (cí¡), i, j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. The matrices M and N

are equivalent. We shall show that matrices U and V with elements

in F[x] exist such that

(5) A'U - YB' = C;

in other words that elements Uq and v^ exist in F[x] and satisfy the

equations

(6) aiUij — Vijbj = dj, i, j = 1, 2, • • • , n.

To do so first consider the elements c,y, i = l, 2, • • ■ , a; j

= 1, 2, • • • , ß. Equations (6) are evidently satisfied for every c.y

where a,- and &/ are relatively prime. If a¡ and b¡ have the greatest

common factor g,y, we shall now show that c<y is its multiple and as a

result (6) is again valid in F[x]. Let g be any factor irreducible in

F[x] which is common to aa and bß, then the invariant factors of A

and B are

fl< = gr,'a', f i â fit á • • ' ir«

&» = £"''&)'> *i = J2 =■ " - • = sß

respectively, where a¡ and bj are polynomials in F[x] and are prime

j = M,
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to g. Consequently the invariant factors of M (of N) are

mk = g'Hrik, ¿i = ¿2 ^ • • • = ta+ß,

where /*, k = l, 2, • • • , a+ß, is a permutation of the exponents r<,

*=1, 2, • • • , a, and s¡, j = l, 2, • ■ • , ß, in nondescending order,

and where ml is prime to g.

The (t'+j— l)th determinan tal divisor of M (and of N) is M,+J_i

= HitW*Wî* • It contains the factor gr* of a» or the factor g"> of b¡ for

in forming the sequence of integers tk, k = \, 2, • • ■ , i+j—i, which

we shall designate by {t}, either all ru r2, • ■ ■ , r< or all Si, s2, • • • , Sj

must be taken in order to get its i+j—i terms. On the other hand

both gTi and g'> cannot be factors of M»+3_i for both r¿ and Sj cannot

occur in the sequence {t} which has only i+j—1 terms. Here we

assume that neither rj nor Sj is zero since the case where a,- and b¡ are

relatively prime was taken up above. Consequently tq, the lesser of rj

and s}; is in {t\ and Mi+j^i must have the factor g"'. Now let M'

and N' be the matrices obtained from M and N respectively by de-

leting their ith and (n+j)th rows and columns, and let W,+,_2 be

their common (i+j — 2)th determinantal divisor. The latter will not

have the factor gH' because the rows and columns containing ö,- and bj

were deleted in forming M' and N' but will contain as factors all the

remaining powers of g that occur in Mi+¡^\. Now CqNi+j-% is a minor of

order i+j—1 of N and as a consequence is a multiple of Utt^1 £**>

a factor of M,+y_i. Therefore c,y must be a multiple of g'*', the highest

power of g which is common to a, and b¡. Since g is any factor ir-

reducible in F[x] and common to aa and bß and since tq is the greatest

power of g common to a,- and bj it follows that the greatest common

factor, gn, of a,- and b¡ is a divisor of c,y. Consequently equations (6)

are satisfied by elements uq and va in F[x], where l^i'^a and

lájá/3-
Next regard the block of elements d¡, l^t=a, ß<j^n. Here

c«vLTä=i aAlT»-i+i a*LTt-i bk is a minor of order a+ß of ¿V; it must

be a multiple of TL%=i GhJJî-i bk, the (a+ß)th determinantal divisor

of M (of N). That is e</ must be a multiple of a,-, hence equations (6)

are satisfied by Uq — Cq/ai and by d¿j, an arbitrary polynomial in

F[x], because bj may be regarded as identically equal to zero where

ß<jun. Similarly equations (6) are valid for the block of elements

dj,a<i^n, 1^.7=0.
Finally if any cq, a<i^n and ß<j^n, were not identically zero,

TV would have the nonzero minor CjfjLi ö* lTt=i bk of order a+ß+l,

which is impossible. Hence Cq is identically zero and arbitrary ele-

ments Uq and vq in F[x] will satisfy (6) for both ai and bj may be
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regarded as identically zero in case a<i^n, and j3<j = «. Equations

(6) are therefore valid for i, j = l, 2, • • • , n.

Hence U= (u(j) and V= (víj) are matrices of order n with elements

in F[x] which satisfy equation (5). Now A' = PAR, B' = RBS, and

C = PCS and since P and S are nonsingular, we find from (5) that

X=QUS-\ Y=P~1VR with elements in F[x] exist such that equa-

tion (3) is satisfied and the lemma is proved.1

Theorem I follows as an immediate consequence of this lemma, for

the latter is valid when the matrices are rectangular.

The necessary condition for Theorem II is proved as for the lemma.

The proof that the condition is also sufficient follows.

Since the matrices (2) are similar,

(*-"•   c ) ud (*-"■   °  )
V     0,       B - xlj V     0,       B - xl)

are equivalent and have elements in F[x]; hence according to the

lemma, matrices X and Y with elements in F[x] exist such that

(7) (A - xI)X - Y(B - xl) = C.

Let

X = Xo + XlX + ■ • ■ + Xpx»,

Y = r0 + Fi* H-+ Y93C,

where Xq i = 0, 1, • • • , p, and Y¡, 7=0, 1, • • • , q, are »X« matrices

with elements in F and where neither p nor q exceeds n2 — l. Evi-

dently q = p because A, B, and C are independent of the indeter-

minate x. Upon equating the coefficients of like powers of x in (7), we

obtain the following p + 2 equations

AX0 - YoB = C,

AXi    - Xo     - YiB + Yo     =0,

AX2    - Xi     - Y2B + Yi     =0,

AXP   - AVx - YVB + Fp_j = 0,

- Xp + Yp    = 0.

Multiply their members on the right by 7, B, • • • , Bp+1 respectively

1 The writer is indebted to Professor MacDuffee for a simple proof of the sufficient

condition of Theorem I based on the normal form 1 + 1+ ■ • ■ +1+0+ • • • +0.

The proof of our lemma is a generalization thereof.
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and add the members of the resulting equations ; we then have

A(X0 + XxB+ ■ ■■ + XPBP) - (Xo + XiB + • - • + XPBP)B = C.

Hence X0+X1B + • • • +XPBP with elements in F is a solution of

(1) where p is obviously less than ». Similarly F0+.4 Fi+ • • ■

+APYP is also a solution. The theorem is proved.2

University of Tulsa

* Professor Jacobson, Editor of these Proceedings, in a letter to me dated June 15,

1951, says in part: The referee "noted that the second theorem can be formulated in

terms of groups with operators from a principal ideal domain." And he expressed the

opinion that a formulation in finite abelian groups may serve the same purpose. Sub-

sequently, the writer has read, perhaps with insufficient understanding, Chatelet's

dissertation, University of Paris, 1911, and has not found therein the group theoretic

formulation noted by the referee as resulting from Theorem II above, and hopes the

referee's observation is new.

SYMMETRY OF BANACH ALGEBRAS1

IRVING KAPLANSKY

1. Introduction. Gelfand and Neumark [2]2 raised the question

as to whether a ¿?*-algebra is necessarily symmetric.3 This question

remains open. Also open, of course, is the more general question pro-

pounded by the author in [3]: is a C-symmetric algebra symmetric?

The latter question is of some independent interest, since an affirma-

tive answer would ease the task of proving that a specific algebra

(such as a group algebra) is symmetric. Consequently we shall devote

this note to pushing forward the second question to the same point

that the first has reached. We shall prove the following generalization

of [4, Lemma 7.2].

Theorem. Let A be a C-symmetric algebra with continuous involu-

tion. Then for no element x in A can —x*xbea nonzero idempotent.

The proof rests largely on a purely algebraic result (Lemma 5)

which appears to be new even in the finite-dimensional case.

2. Definitions. Our Banach algebras will admit complex scalars,

Received by the editors October 30, 1951.

1 The preparation of this paper was sponsored in part by the Office of Naval

Research.

2 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

3 For the relevant definitions, see §3.


